General Warranty
CSC STEEL SDN. BHD. (hereafter called CSC) extends the following limited
warranty to XXX concerning quality performance of Pre-painted Galvanized Coils
from XXX (the date of production) if correctly applied in accordance with the
following terms and conditions.
___________________________________________________________________________________
1. Product Information
 Order no.: DXPCxxxxx-xx
 Coil no.: XXxxxx
 Substrate: ≥ 0.176 mm, Z08 of JIS G3302
 Coating system: realcolor® Cahaya
 Total delivered weight: XXXX kg
2. Warranty Terms
 Shall not perforated excessively for up to 5 years
3. Warranty authorization
Project Name: XXXX

This warranty is signed for:
CSC STEEL SDN. BHD.

Accepted by:
XXX

…………………………
Date: ……………………

…………………………
Date: ……………………
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4. Area for Warranty
The warranty is valid only for normal environmental climate.
Warranty for areas that are heavy polluted industrial areas, close to coast lines, or have special
circumstance not specially referred to herein, must be referred to on an individual basis.
5. Warranty Conditions
1) Perforations partly or wholly due to the following causes are not covered by this warranty:
a) For the reverse side if the coils or sheets.
b) For surface which have been touched up.
c) Mechanical, chemical or other damage sustained during transportation handling, storage
erection, subsequent to erection or other external forces.
d) Attack from fire, chemical agents, liquids or solids other than direct rain falling onto the
product.
e) The air contains strong aggressive chemical substances or there are other abnormal conditions.
f) Expose to excessive temperature, exceeding 80ºC, for any significant length of time.
g) Contact with soils, ashes, fertilizers or other moisture retaining substances.
h) Areas in metallic contact with lead or copper or subject to the run-off from copper flashing
and pipe.
i) Failures to remove ferrous shavings, swart, debris or residue and/or failure to provide free
drainage of water including internal condensation from all surfaces of the product.
j) Fail to erect the materials in accordance with standard industry erection practice, and
particularly to avoid bi-metallic corrosion cause by a failure to insulate the materials from
foreign metals.
k) Deterioration of the panels caused by contact with green or wet timber.
l) Storm and tempest or other acts of God.
m) Storage areas are not under panels or cover to keep away from the moisture, chemical agents,
dust contamination and the stacking coil on each other.
n) Installation subject to salt marine, severe industrial or unusually corrosive environments at any
time in the future.
o) Corrosion resistance on edge cut and forming part.
p) If damaged or loss has been incurred due to late or delayed reporting of a claim, the extent of
claim under the warranty is restricted or voided due to the extent of damaged caused by delay
in reporting.
2) Warranty of the product is referring to the beginning environmental condition after installation. Any
conditions (weather or environment) change is out of responsibility.
3) The changing of the end use from the original order usage location also is out of our responsibility.
4) Water must be free to run off all surfaces.
5) The gradient of the roof or other surfaces must be at least 1:10 (5.7O).
6) The defect or disintegrates that apply to this warranty shall affect a considerable part of the total coated
area (>2%).
7) Dirt and other deposits, as well as surface protected from rain, must be washed down regularly, in a
professional manner.
8) Appropriate fastenings and sealants must be used.
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9) This limited warranty is issued only after the delivery date of CSC STEEL SDN BHD to customer.
Claims under the warranty must be made within 30 days or less of the appearance of said claimed
defect.
6. Responsibility
In case of failure is occur during the warranty period, CSC Steel are responsibility to compensate due
to pro-rata
(I) CSC STEEL SHALL ONLY BE LIABLE FOR:
a) The cost of replacing the affected area:
b) The cost of obtaining equivalent product: or
c) The cost of having the project repaired.
Whichever is the lowest as well as proportional and should not excess original material selling
price.
(II) CSC STEEL SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR:
a) Labor costs and transportation charge associated with the installation or removal of affected
product or the fixing of replacement sheets: or
b) Injury of persons, or damage to property or consequential losses arising from the use of the
product.
(III) XXX’S RESPONSIBILITY:
For this warranty to be valid, customer must maintain records with full trace-ability, such as, but
not limited to:
a)
b)
c)
d)

The coil number
Flat-unformed painted samples marked with the coil number
Date of forming
Supply date to project and installation date to project
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